BUILDING STRONG LINKS
WITH PRICE, QUALITY &
DELIVERY
The knowledge and depth of understanding at MPM is absolutely
essential to the success of the business relationship with Lamplas, it takes
detailed expertise to ensure that the right quality output is produced for
each market. Some sectors will need absolute precision finishing, MPM
understand what each needs and can apply the necessary manufacturing
procedures and systems.

SUPPLIER:
MPM Bradford
CLIENT:
Lamplas Polymer Engineering
PROJECT:
GRP Moulds and Products
RESULTS:
Long standing fibreglass partner
delivering quality moulds and
products on time, every time

“There is an eternal triangle
of Price, Quality and Delivery,
Ben and his team at MPM
understand what makes the
correct proportion of each to
provide us with the quality
and service we need for each
order”
Keith Siddle,
Operations Director
Lamplas Polymer Engineering

Lamplas is among the largest GRP composite
moulders in the UK. Having been recommended
to MPM over 10 years ago by a raw materials
supplier, Lamplas have never looked back. Both
businesses have been running since the early
1970’s and enjoy a great family ethos and vision.
This match between the two companies has meant
that Lamplas have found working with MPM a joy.
Both their management teams think the same and
have obvious commitment to driving towards
mutual goals.
“We can throw any urgent order at MPM and they
respond with good faith and honest answers each
time, making our deadlines work.
MPM have made some excellent progress over the
years, their factory and team have made real
changes that have impacted on our business.
We understand that MPM are constantly looking at
themselves and changing for the better. We wish
them all the best and look forward to another 10
years of successful trading.”

Lamplas use the latest lean manufacturing techniques,
including 5’s and quality cost delivery. Continually
measuring and evaluating their progress against key
performance indicators and benchmarks, as well
as the development and training of staff and linking
training activities to operations and business strategy.

Constantly measuring and evaluating
Knowledge and depth of understanding
Detailed expertise to ensure quality
output

This makes for a great match with MPM who are also
concentrating on their manufacturing techniques and
staff training.
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